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To get a better idea of what the island is made of and how permanent it is, scientists will have to visit and get samples of the material to see if it's mostly soft mud or rocks and harder material.

I am very surprised I am not dead yet...after all you obviously know what is "best" with all your knowledge of expertise...I actually feel badly for you, near ignorant.

Within a span of two weeks, the Montana facility identified, offered, and signed three primary care physicians—extending all contracts onsite following the physicians’ interview, and receiving a returned agreement within 48 hours of the offer, as stipulated in the agreement.

I didn’t really laugh out loud until I scrolled to the bottom and saw this: https://img.skitch.com/20120214-ccbb7bfxtmamx198na3yfa8c8.jpg – “55 gallon drum of lube OR hello kitty and a shoe” also we might email someone a 55 gallon drum of lube.